Missouri Amendment 3: Digging into the Details
This handout digs into the details of Amendment 3 that will appear on the November 8th, 2022 Missouri
ballot. Black Type: Official Ballot Language | Orange Text: Information covered in the full text of the
initiative, which can be found at https://www.sos.mo.gov/cmsimages/Elections/Petitions/2022-059.pdf.
Do you want to amend the Missouri Constitution to:
This 38-page amendment is longer than the US constitution and the only way to change
it would be to get it back on the ballot for a vote by the people.
Remove state prohibitions on purchasing, possessing, consuming, using, delivering,
manufacturing, and selling marijuana for personal use for adults over the age of twenty-one;
There are no penalties established for selling to minors and no requirements for
compliance checks. Unlike alcohol and tobacco, there is no designated division assigned
that will regulate the industry. Marijuana will be legal in the form of edibles, buds, waxes,
and vape cartridges. There will be no limits on THC potency.
Require a registration card for personal cultivation with prescribed limits;
Card holders will be able to possess 18 plants, in various stages of maturity, making
Missouri one of only three states that allows this many plants for home cultivation.
Allow persons with certain marijuana-related non-violent offenses to petition for release from
incarceration or parole and probation and have records expunged;
Expungement is very complex. It does not change the law for offenses over 6 oz.
Establish a lottery selection process to award licenses and certificates;
The lottery selection process describes the process of selecting new retail licenses.
The number of new retail licenses will be limited to 6 per congressional district starting
October 4, 2023. There would have to be 6 per district, including the rural districts,
before there can be a seventh in a district.
Issue equally distributed licenses to each congressional district; and
All the current medical marijuana retailers, cultivation facilities, manufacturers,
transportation, and testing facilities will be automatically approved to be
comprehensive licensees. This Amendment would then establish up to 144 new retail
marijuana business licenses spread equally among the state’s eight congressional
districts. These new retailers will have strict limitations compared to the already
established businesses.
Impose a six percent tax on the retail price of marijuana to benefit various programs?
A 6% tax rate is lower than any of the other states with recreational marijuana. Most
other legal states tax at 10% (or higher) and still allow for local taxes. The tax would first
go towards paying for automatic expungement. Any surplus will then be split three ways
between veteran's healthcare, drug addiction treatment/overdose prevention, and the
public defender system. None of the tax will cover diversion for youth prevention or
retail regulation.
State governmental entities estimate initial costs of $3.1 million, initial revenues of at least $7.9
million, annual costs of $5.5 million, and annual revenues of at least $40.8 million. Local governments
are estimated to have annual costs of at least $35,000 and annual revenues of at least $13.8 million.
The fiscal note for Amendment 3 was issued 14 business days after the amendment was
submitted to the state. Due to the short turn-around time, it's likely that these figures
will change as they are just estimates.

Missouri Amendment 3's Impact on Our Youth
Amendment 3 would legalize the commercialization of potent marijuana/cannabis
in Missouri with few regulations. While we’ll only see 6 bullets on the ballot, the
amendment is a 38-page constitutional amendment that is full of protections for
the current marijuana industry in Missouri.
0
Amendment 3 fails to include basic provisions that protect and prevent diversion
of cannabis to youth. Just like we saw with the vaping industry over the last
decade, commercialization of addictive substances, in the absence of regulation,
disproportionally hurts young people. Here are just a few of our main concerns:

Potency
The average potency of THC (the substance that gets you high) in
marijuana/cannabis products sold today is higher than ever before and science is
just starting to measure the devastating impact of these concentrations on the
brain and body. Amendment 3 does not have limits on THC potency and lacks
major provisions for regulations that ensure consumer safety.

Products
Retail marijuana will be legal in edibles, candies, concentrates, buds, waxes,
cartridges for vapes, and more, at various unregulated potencies. There are very
few marketing restrictions, meaning that the marijuana industry can package,
promote, and saturate our communities with flashy advertisements, appealing
packaging, steep discounts, and coupons.

Prevention
No revenue from the taxes is allocated to preventing
cannabis diversion to youth. While every brain and
body is impacted differently, adolescents are more
vulnerable to the negative impacts of marijuana use
than adults. If teens use marijuana, their risk of
addiction, mental health problems, impaired driving,
and problems with thinking, memory, learning and
coordination increase. Legalization would make
marijuana more available and seem more acceptable
amidst a youth mental health crisis.

Young brains are

STILL GROWING
until about age 25.

Learn more about the impact of cannabis on the developing teen brain at
https://nida.nih.gov/publications/research-reports/marijuana

